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Voting Issues - Unable to vote in campaigns
or votes not getting counted
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Unable to Vote in campaigns (Without Assured voting

enabled)
Without Assured voting we will limit voting to unique combinations of IP address and browser configuration. 

 

There are a couple of limitations with this setting: 
• An individual would be allowed to vote from different places or from different browsers but each

combination will only be accepted once per time period specified for a campaign (just once, once per

hour, once per day).
• Users who share the same IP address and browser configuration would be treated as if they were

the same voter. Family members on the same home network or co-workers sharing a work network

often share the same IP address. Other cases include users on the same WiFi connection or college

students using their school's network. When someone votes, their IP address and particular browser/

platform configuration, like  "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/535.1 (KHTML, like

Gecko) Chrome/13.0.782.112 Safari/535.1," would be logged along with the vote. If another potential

voter with the same combination of IP address and browser configuration attempts to vote within the

specified time period (hour, day, duration of contest), our system would consider that user to have

already voted. This is not a typical for most campaigns but do affect some high-traffic contests where

many of the target audience happen to share the same network.

 

In order to vote successfully, they can either try to vote using a different browser or a different computer

altogether which should help.

 

We also offer an Assured Voting option that limits voting by a voter's Facebook ID. If Assured voting is

enabled, then we track voters by Facebook profile IDs so they should not encounter such issues where multiple

users share the same network. This feature is recommended particularly for contests that have considerable

prizes, but comes at the cost of lower contest participation.
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Unable to Vote in campaigns (Assured voting enabled)
If Assured voting is enabled, then we track voters by Facebook profile IDs. However, there is a Facebook

Connect request to share information with our app that appears prior to user participation in the campaign.

Because some users will be wary to grant permission to the app, there will be some expected drop off

in participation rates so we tend to only recommend it for contests with prizes that are meaningful or of

considerable value. For more information, refer to point 2 of the following article.

 
• If users are unable to vote, they should check if they accepted the Facebook connect permissions

dialog that is required for Assured Voting. If they did not get the dialog, the issue could be related to
pop up blockers on their browser.

• If Assured Voting is enabled for a campaign, the Facebook account that is logged in at the time of
voting is recorded as the voter. If a user comes across an "already voted" message for a campaign,
it could be the case that multiple people share the same computer, as in a home, and the previous
browsing session was not completely logged out. The solution is to properly log out and vote from
a different Facebook account. If still experiencing issues, then either clear browser cookies or use a
different browser and retry logging in and voting.

 

Since a campaign with Assured Voting enabled records each voter's Facebook profile ID in the report, which

can be retrieved from the "Excel export" section at the bottom of the Report page, we can check to see if the

user's vote was in fact counted once we have information about the voters who experienced problem like their

names or their Facebook Ids. Campaign admins/ sponsors can send this information in to support@wyng.com

if they prefer.


